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drastic reorganization of the areas of local government in
Great Britain and, in the light of that reorganization, the
conference upon them of much wider powers of initiative
than they now possess. It is absurd that every munici-
pality which wants to start a savings banks, or to purchase
a transport system, or to start a municipal laundry, should
have to come to Westminster for permission to do so. A
Local Authorities Enabling Bill, on the fines of that pro-
posed by the Labour Party annually for many years, is, in
the light of the facts, plain common sense." Opposition to
it is almost wholly either ratepayers* opposition—the
characteristic refusal of the comfortable to pay for the
extension of the amenities they themselves enjoy to the
poor—or the opposition of vested interests as in the fight
of the laundry industry of London against the municipal
experiment in Fulham, or of the joint-stock banks to the
extension of the successful Birmingham experiment to
other local authorities.
But, even supposing that such a reorganization were
successfully attempted, it would still leave the main
problem about where it is. Parliament is overburdened,
just as the legislatures of all democratic States are over-
burdened, by the sheer extent of the problems with which
it has to grapple. The intensity of debate over those
problems is because so many of them are vital to what I
have called the central problem of power. Parliament, in
fact, can always deal rapidly and efficiently with a great
emergency when one presents itself; the supreme instance
of its remarkable handling of the abdication of Edward
VIII is sufficient proof of that Debate is prolonged, the
factor of time becomes urgent, because there are such
great divergencies of opinion over the solutions proposed.
Normally, a Conservative Government cannot drive
measures like the Trade Union Law Amendment Act of
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